What major do I choose for my Associate degree?
A career advisor recommends that the student use Associates Programs Source Plus and PrepSTEP’s Career and Workplace Center to explore careers and choose an area of interest.

I'm struggling with math.
An academic advisor instructs the student to use PrepSTEP’s Developmental Math resources to help conquer math, stay engaged, and move on to a freshman-level math course.

I have a research paper due.
A librarian directs the student to Associates Programs Source Plus, a full-text database ideal for researching career-related topics, and the student uses PrepSTEP’s Writing Practice to help sharpen writing skills.

Outside of class, I need to write my paper and study for English.
A student uses online access to PrepSTEP’s Core English Skills Review and Associates Programs Source Plus to study and finish the paper.

I've earned my Associate degree!
By taking advantage of EBSCO’s Associates Programs Source Plus and LearningExpress’ PrepSTEP, administrators, educators, and librarians are able to guide students on a pathway to success.

Where do I begin?
An admissions counselor directs the student to PrepSTEP Placement Test Preparation to help prepare for the ACCUPLACER®, COMPASS®, or ASSET® tests.
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